
Reference Books:
1. Latin Grammar – Van Bogart S.J
2. Latin Exercises – Van Bogart S.J
3. 501 Latin Verbs – Richard E. Prior and Joseph Wohlberg
4. Cambridge Latin Course – Unit 1, Published by Cambridge University Press
5. Latin – A fresh approach Book 3 by Mike Seiget
7. ‘Lingua Latina Facilis Facta’
8. Latin Bible – Vulgate
9. Latin Dictionary – Cassell

Scheme of End Semester Evaluation

1. Very short answer type (One word to maximum of 2 sentences) : 10 questions to be answered with 1 mark each (10 x 1 = 10)
2. Short answer : Out of 12, eight have to be answered, 2 marks each (8 x 2 = 16)
3. Short essay : Out of 9, six have to be answered 4 marks each (6 x 4 = 24)
4. Long Essay : Out of 4, two have to be answered 15 marks each (2 x 15 = 30)

Total Marks 80 (10+16+24+30)

Evaluation : Continuous Evaluation (CE) : 20
End Semester Evaluation (ESE) : 80

Grades are given on a 7 point scale based on the total percentage of marks (CE + ESE)